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This multi-level German program presents vocabulary and grammar as tools for effective communication while 

emphasizing contemporary culture as integral to successful language acquisition. MOSAIK enhances language 

learning for today’s student through powerful technology, video integrated into core lesson content, and an 

innovative, user-friendly design that supports students and teachers.  

New to this edition: 

 
  

 

The only online learning environment created specifically for  

world language acquisition. 

For you 
 

Time-Saving Tools 

No need to spend your time hunting down authentic materials…finding the perfect video…crafting scaffolded 

activities…creating assessments…grading homework. We’ve done the heavy lifting for you. The Supersite provides 

everything you need to plan, prepare, teach, and assess.  

 

Powerful Course Management  

Choose what you use and how you use it. Monitor student progress. Communicate securely with individual students or the 

entire class. Track and report on student effort and outcomes. Modify existing content or post your own, and much more.  

 

Enhanced Support  

Providing the tools and guidance you need to use the Supersite to its fullest potential—from face-to-face presentation and 

twice-weekly webinars by fellow teachers, to pre-recorded videos on a variety of topics. 

 

For your students 
 

Plenty of Practice    

Learning a new language takes practice. With the Supersite, students have hundreds of program-specific, thematically-based, 

and carefully-scaffolded practice activities right at their fingertips. 

 

Judgement-Free Zone  

Language learning can be intimidating for many students—the Supersite is a safe environment for them to practice being 

wrong, on their path to being right.  

 

Engaging Media 

Authentic short films, synchronous video chat activities, audio-sync readings, and audio by native speakers...the Supersite 

has all.   

 

 More audio activities 

 Activity sequence in the Kultur section 

 12 new relia-based activities 

 4 new TV clips 

 1 new short film 

 Music feature per unit  

 3 new readings 

 Expanded online testing program 

 Interactive Grammar Tutorials 

 


